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1. will i find you or will i find you 

where are we now getting to the center of scene 

that the smoke screen is clear ready to discover 

people get ready that we all belong 

for the mystery we’ll share yes we all belong 

there’s no hurry we all belong 

still i worry 

we won’t follow through written by jeremy toback & jeff trott. produced by 

will i find you 

jeff trott & jeremy toback. recorded by brian 

scheuble at the sound factory, los angeles. 

hanging on the edge of crowd California, joe zook-second engineer, mixed by 

acting like you don’t belong tchad blake at the sound factory, husky hoskulds- 

or will i find you second engineer, jebin bruni-chamberlain. mike 

getting to the center of scene elizondo-bass. Christopher joyner-organ & 

ready to discover piano, hrian macleod-drums & percussion, jeff 

that we all belong trott-guitar & backing vox. jeremy toback-vox. 

i’m so in the mood 

copyright 1999 swivel dirge / emi april music 

(ascap) / trottsky music, administered by wixen 

for a prayer or a war music publishing inc. (bmi). 

so you follow me down 

till we rise up for air 

think this over 2. universe work 

i don’t think it’s over i hit boy bottom 

though we try to fade away sifted dreams through sand 

will i find you 

stood on hopeless hope 

as a man 

hanging on the edge of crowd body weakened 

acting like you don’t belong by goal rush without end 

or will i find you breath gives me a method 

getting to the center of scene to mend 

ready to discover 

that we all belong we already know 

it’s an old new deal 

without being told 

self-surrender 

to still this spinning wheel will render broken whole 

and end our little fear we already know 

one two disappear without being told 

will i find you 

we’re out of option 

material and soul 

hanging on the edge of crowd 

acting like you don’t belong let the universe work begin 

let the universe work begin 

let the universe work begin 

once thought this place was safe 

from push and shove 

the battle in me now 

embodies dove 

confusion shattered 

slow speed ahead 

i’m ready to remember 

and forgive 

we already know 

without being told 

self-surrender 

will render broken whole 

we already know 

without being told 

we’re out of option 

material and soul 

let the universe work begin 

let the universe work begin 

let the universe work 

written by jeremy toback. produced by marvin 

etzioni. recorded by lee decarlo at sunset 

sound, los angeles, California, howard willing- 

second engineer, mixed by lee decarlo at ocean 

way studios, los angeles, California, robi 

banerji-second engineer, edited by paul dugre. 

scott babcock-chimes. kiefus ciancia-moog. 

mike elizondo-bass. marvin etzioni-octave 

mandolin, abe laboriel jr-drums & backing vox. 

jeremy toback-vox & acoustic guitar, copyright 

1999 swivel dirge / emi april music (ascap). 

3. perfect from the start 

i was born a fortunate son 

mother gave me all her fear and attention 

i worked to prove my worth to everyone 

earned my degree in self-destruction 

there is little reward 

for all that glorified pain 

i got this soul search hunger 

you got this deep heart desire 

though we try to deny 

we were perfect from the start 

perfect from the start 

perfect from the start 

i was torn from my little girl trust 

by dad who left me with nothing but silence 

i’ve looked to drink and sex ever since 

to find reprieve from this life sentence 

there is no hiding 

from the world inside 

i got this soul search hunger 

you got this deep heart desire 

though we try to deny 

we were perfect from the start 

perfect from the start 

perfect from the start 

there is no hiding 

from the world inside 

i got this soul search hunger 

you got this deep heart desire 

though we try to deny 

we were perfect from the start 

perfect from the start 

perfect from the start- 

written by jeremy toback & john shanks, 

produced by john shanks & jeremy toback. 

recorded by marc desisto at sunset sound, geoff 

walcha-second engineer, mixed by tchad blake 

at the sound factory, husky hoskulds-second 



engineer, mike eiizondo-bass. rami jaffee- 

organ. david raven-drums & percussion, 

ioopalicious big fish audio-ioop. john shanks- 

acoustic guitar & backing vox. patrick warren- 

chamberlain & wurlitzer. jeremy toback-vox. 

copyright 1999 swivel dirge / emi april music / 

lineone publishing / emi april music (ascap). 

4. you make me feel 

have you ever seen the sunset strip 

your dream down to the bone 

we used to try 

to live a deep dark life 

but we were all alone 

went to the emerald city 

to keep that dream alive 

we saw gold 

and a light bright life 

but there was no sun inside 

you make me feel 

like falling down is falling up 

you make me feel 

like loving you is just my luck 

just my luck 

now we live up in the canyon 

with the coyotes and the falling stars 

and i've got you 

when the day gets dark 

to light my way 

you make me feel 

like falling down is falling up 

you make me feel 

like loving you is just my luck 

you make me feel 

isn’t that enough 

with the century quickly slipping away 

we try to find the balance 

let’s divine a nursery rhyme 

and turn it into practice 

and let’s let down our guard 

so we can raise this love 

you make me feel 

like falling down is falling up 

you make me feel 

like loving you is just my perfect luck 

you make me feel 

you make me feel... 

written by jeremy toback & chad fischer. produced 

hy john shanks & jeremy toback. recorded by 

marc desisto at sunset sound, additional 

recording by neal avron at sunset sound, geoff 

walcha-second engineer, mixed by chris lord-alge 

at image recording, los angeles, California, matt 

silva-second engineer, mike eiizondo-bass. rami 

jaffee-organ. brian macleod-percussion. david 

raven-drums & percussion, john shanks-guitars & 

hacking vox. patrick warren-chamberlain, gota 

yashiki groove activator-loop, jeremy toback-vox. 

copyright 1999 swivel dirge / emi april music 

(ascap)/ chauncey music (bmi). 

5. another true fiction 

the weight falls upon my back 

dig deep to balance attack 

anger appear 

bury big fear 

soon old fire consumes 

battle of body resumes 

buttress with will 

but something wili spill 

so i take the time slowly 

learn to lose my mind 

finding another unreason 

and i leave the goal lightly 

learn to valentine 

kissing another true fiction 

kissing another true fiction 

we say 

welcome home 

the weight waits to call my bluff 

dares me to shed this tough 

shell of resolve 

and self-absolve 

with plenty to go around 

why me martyr with sound 

watch it unfold 

grow young and old 

so i take the time slowly 

learn to lose my mind 

finding another unreason 

and i leave the goal lightly 

learn to valentine 

kissing another true fiction 

kissing another true fiction 

we say 

welcome home 

the weight has a way to evolve 

attach it to ego dissolve 

guru within 

air fusion 

we all sin 

we all win 

so i take the time slowly... 

written by jeremy toback. produced by marvin 

etzioni. recorded by lee decarlo at sunset 

sound, howard willing-second engineer, mix 

and additional recording by brian scheuble at 

the sound factory, joe zook-second engineer, 

kiefus ciancia-moog & wurlitzer. mike eiizondo- 

bass. marvin etzioni-mandolin. abe laboriel jr- 

drums. jeremy toback-vox & strum bass & 

acoustic guitar & organ, copyright 1999 swivel 

dirge / emi april music (ascap). 

6. come around 

you say that peace springs forever in this spark 

well i’m still learning to recognize a fire 

then you say that i got my back to the simple cure 

well are you trying 

to turn me 

cause i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

when you least expect me to 

i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

when your mind is wound around the problem 

and words won’t ease pain 

they just redirect the flow 

take your shut heart to the shore of your river 

lay down armor 

let loss go 

cause i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

when you least expect me to 

i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

i’ll come around 

now all good reason takes us closer to the edge 

so breathe deep baby 

let love in 

and i’ll come around... 





written by jeremy toback & marvin etzioni. 

produced by marvin etzioni. recorded by lee 

decarlo at sunset sound, howard willing-second 

engineer, additional recording by brian scheubie 

at the sound factory, joe zook-second engineer, 

mixed by tchad blake at the sound factory, husky 

hoskulds-second engineer, kiefus ciancia- 

wuriitzer. mike elizondo-bass. marvin etzioni- 

backing vox. Christopher joyner-piano & organ, 

abe laboriei jr-drums & loop & backing vox. greg 

iiesz-iap steel, john shanks-electric guitar, doug 

wieseiman-saxophones. jeremy toback-vox & 

acoustic guitar, copyright 1999 swivel dirge / 

emi april music / prophet sharing music (ascap). 

7. green light 
i remember when the first rem record 

had me blowing off Shakespeare 

for a shooting star and a bass guitar 

i remember exchanging all that fervor 

for a postmodern method 

to practice war in a coffee bar 

i remember all the ways i evaded my heart 

and told that girl she would not be mine 

i remember receiving her letter that said 

wake up little boy 

before you lose your lifeline 

here's to the rise and the fall 

what feels so wrong 

turns out all right 

what feels so right 

can turn a green light to a yellow light 

what feels so wrong 

turns out all right 

what feels so right 

can turn a yellow light to a red light 

red light 

i was busy avoiding obligation 

imagined myself as the next man in town 

to wear a crown of absolute adulation 

cause if everybody knows you 

then you’ve reached the high crowd 

but love can get lost on that cloud 

what feels so wrong 

turns out all right 

what feels so right 

can turn a green light to a yellow light 

what feels so wrong 

turns out all right 

what feels so right 

can turn a yellow light to a red light 

turn a red light to a green light 

green light 

green light 

hey have you heard the new world record 

sounds like we’re ready to release and unwind 

all that wisdom that’s been hiding in the open 

since the beginning of myth 

since the first note of time 

what feels so wrong 

turns out all right... 

written by jeremy toback. produced by john 

shanks & jeremy toback. recorded by neal avron 

at sunset sound, geoff walcha-second engineer, 

mixed by Chris iord-aige at image recording, 

matt silva-second engineer, mike elizondo-bass. 

rami jaffee-organ & piano, brian macleod-drums 

& percussion, john shanks-guitars & casio & 

backing vox. jeremy toback-vox. copyright 1999 

swivel dirge / emi april music (ascap). 

8. revelation 
so sorry stranger 

for all of the anger 

lies have to offer 

but when we speak true and kind 

the rules unwind 

everybody wants a revelation 

everybody wants a revelation 

everybody wants a revelation 

i believe in waking up slow 

i believe in shaking up my soul slow 

drove over miss america 

hoping for a heartbeat 

found the spirit hiding 

in the broken breath 

under her dress 

everybody wants a revelation 

everybody wants a revelation 

everybody wants a revelation 

i believe in waking up slow 

i believe in shaking up my soul slow 

so sorry stranger 

for trying to say something 

still and still moving 

though this dance is old 

it’s gospel gold 

everybody wants a revelation 

everybody wants a revelation 

everybody wants a revelation 

i believe in shaking up my soul... 

written by jeremy toback & jules shear & marvin 

etzioni. produced by marvin etzioni. recorded by 

lee decarlo at sunset sound, howard willing- 

second engineer, mixed by tchad blake at the 

sound factory, husky hoskulds-second engineer, 

kiefus ciancia-clavinet & organ & loop, mike 

elizondo-bass. marvin etzioni-electric guitar & 

backing vox. abe laboriei jr-drums. celeste 

prince-backing vox. john shanks-electric guitar 

& loop, jules shear-backing vox. jeremy toback- 

vox & acoustic guitar & loop, copyright 1999 

swivel dirge / emi april music (ascap) / juters 

music (bmi) & prophet sharing music (ascap). 

9. through to me 
the time was now 

place close to here 

we felt no bound 

or chase of fear 

so keep this rhythm 

not fade away 

mix every ism 

with grace 

are you trying to get through to me 

I’m trying to get through to me 

unlock the heart 

unlock the heart 

unlock the heart 

not long ago 

i built this wall 

giving and strong 

so it could not fall 

then you came knocking 

i said come in 

with unknown knowing 

let the flood begin 

are you trying to get through to me 

i’m trying to get through to me 

unlock the heart 

unlock the heart 

unlock the heart 

keep this rhythm 

not fade away 

bridge every schism 



with grace 

are you trying to get through to me 

i’m trying to get through to me 

are you trying to get through to me 

i’m trying to get through to me 

unlock the heart 

unlock the heart 

unlock the heart 

written by jeremy toback. produced by marvin 

etzioni. recorded by lee decarlo at sunset 

sound, boward willing-second engineer, mix 

and additional recording by brian scheuble at 

the sound factory, joe zook-second engineer, 

kiefus ciancia-moog & wurlitzer. mike elizondo- 

bass. marvin etzioni-wah mandolin, abe 

laboriel jr-drums & backing vox. jeremy toback- 

vox & acoustic guitar, copyright 1999 swivel 

dirge / emi april music (ascap). 

10. heaven inside 

will you be the wall 

to wake sleep vision see through 

or will you be the mountain 

make deep river move 

i have been above below 

first last in line 

i have been right wrong 

calm center sure sign 

all that we wall outside 

will turn to air 

and slip through while we're breathing 

all that we love resign 

will beauty bloom 

zoom heaven inside 

will you be belief 

to break down feeling then rise 

or will you be dimension 

tie true surface to guise 

i have been alone 

to hone idea strong stand 

i have been together 

give in reason god send 

all that we wall outside 

will turn to air 

and slip through while we’re breathing 

all that we love resign 

will beauty bloom 

zoom heaven inside 

i have tested wall 

with anger muscle and sound 

discovered wide horizon 

long slow walk around 

all that we love 

will beauty bloom 

zoom heaven inside... 

written by jeremy toback. produced by marvin 

etzioni. recorded by lee decario at sunset 

sound, boward willing-second engineer, mix 

and additional recording by brian scbeubie at 

the sound factory, joe zook-second engineer, 

kiefus ciancia-wurlitzer. mike elizondo-bass. 

Christopher joyner-organ. abe laboriel jr-drums. 

greg liesz-pedal steel, jeremy toback-vox & 

guitars, copyright 1999 swivei dirge / emi april 

music (ascap). 

11, day will rise 

my buddha dog 

has flown this wheel 

his perfect love and mercury speed 

remind me how to be real 

so cry out loud 

at this moment in time 

his sad eye beauty 

must move on 

the day will rise 

the day will rise 

the day will rise 

rain has come 

to wash us clean 

and sunset shines our dull boulevards 

makes the unseen seen 

now embrace the dark 

at this moment in time 

for sacred night 

sheds sacred light 

the day will rise 

the day will rise 

the day will rise 

mark my word 

the day will rise... 

written by jeremy toback & marvin etzioni. 

produced by marvin etzioni. recorded by lee 

decarlo at sunset sound, howard willing- 

second engineer, mixed by iee decario at 

ocean way studios, robi banerji-second 

engineer, ayo adeyemi-backing vox. kiefus 

ciancia-moog & ciavinet. mike eiizondo- 

bass. marvin etzioni-organ & backing vox. 

abe laboriei jr-drums & maracas & backing 

vox. doug wieseiman-saxophones. jeremy 

toback-vox & strum bass, copyright 1999 

swivei dirge / emi april music / prophet 

sharing music (ascap). 
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wienermans & all other names that make 

family, to my dogged friends & beautiful 

enemies, to everyone listed in delicate 

detail above who made this record 

possible, to all at rca, to gigi gerard, mark 

ended, phil macconnell, brian malouf, lisa 

matthews, braun tieman & russel zieker. to 
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